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Flexible seating scoop chairs

Model Number: 13145SKU(s): 810440941 Specifications Model number: 13145 Weight per chair: 50 lbs . Material: Plastic Weight Limit: 42 End-use location: Indoor/outdoor features include 6 - scoop rockers with colorful red and blue Made in the US. For ages 3 and up Ideal for reading,
drawing and relaxing Ideal for use in the classroom, home, Sunday school class and more Assembly Details We introduce Elizabeth Richards Scoop Rocker Chairs! The perfect seating option to learn about rock stars that work their best when they're moving and grooving! Strong plastic
construction ensures these rockers are easy and easy to clean, while the uniquely stackable design makes storage easy! Features: Allows movement while sitting Comfortable sedentary position Suitable for children from 3 years on streamline design – single material Lightweight and
strong space saving stack-ability – chair stacks for easy storage Easy to clean Available set of 4 mixed colors: light blue, purple, lime green and Magenta. Specifications Seat height - 36cm Length - 39cm Seat width - 45cm Not recommended for under 3 years of age or over 23kg Shipping
Shipping costs 1. $5.50 (inc GST) for a fixed fee for each order except, 2. Selected items of furniture to non-metro locations. They attract $82.50 (inc. GST) once for the shipping fee. If there is more than one piece of furniture, only one shipping fee will be added. Reviews Product Categories
Interests Sales Curriculum New Fit-Outs For Toddler Schools Out Of School Hours Inspiration Blog Videos Professional Learning Workshops Lesson Zone Flexible Seating Is Here to Stay. Teachers (and students) love having opportunities when it comes to classroom seating. It's long gone
to have one of the tables straight for the day. Now you can choose from standing desks, collaboration tables, stability balls, wobble stools, and more. There are also many studies that show a link between subtle movements that flexible seating allows and increase students' focus and
involvement, says Joe Russell, principal of Washington Elementary School in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. This makes classrooms more accessible to students, increases student engagement and opens up space for different learning styles. Here are some of the latest, biggest, coolest, and
most recommended flexible-seating options to consider in your classroom. Happy shopping! Just heads-up, WeAreTeachers can collect a portion of the sales links on this page. We recommend only items that our team loves! 1. Stability Balls Also Known as yoga or exercise balls, these
giant balls allow children to gently bounce while sitting and encourage a good posture. You can get one ball or choose one inflatable base to keep it rolling away. (We hear the pool noodle makes a big base, too.) The stability ball is most affordable flexible seating. You can have one for
about $20. Plus there are so many great colors to choose from. 2. Kore Wobble Stool These wobble stools are in a classroom all over the country. Teachers love them because they're easy to create (seriously, it just takes a few seconds when you get it out of the box), and they work for
students of all ages. They are durable, have many colors, and can be easily replaced by their regular chairs. These stools are usually $60-$80 each. 3rd Wobble pads [embedyt] If you do not have a budget wobble of droppings, then try wobble pads instead. They come in at about $20 each,
though you may be able to find deals with certain colors or brands. Our favorite is Trideerpadi. Check out our Teachers Grade Everything check out their stool above. Tobias Torres did a good job of testing them for us! See all the color options (there's a lot) available here. 4. TildED Active
Seats These places in Gopher Sports have the slightest curve for them, allowing their students to rock back and forth as much as they want. As a backless design, they promote good posture too. These chairs are stackable and usually sell for about $40 apiece. 5. Zenergy Ball Chairs
These ball chairs Safco has a sleek, modern look and come in colorful polyester (spot clean only) or black vinyl cover and detachable legs that slip across the floors. When fully inflated, the chair measures about 23 inches high. This one comes with a pump so you can reinflate it at any time.
They usually range in price, starting at about $100. Check out the different color options on Amazon. 6. ergoErgo Seat Who could resist sitting on one of them? The accordion-style base pushes slightly to allow continuous small movements forward, back and side to side. Available in three
sizes and several colors, starting at about $75. Learn more about moving thoughts. 7. Stay-Put Balance Ball We want to tell you one more balance ball option because this one has legs to keep it rocking. It's also a really affordable flexible-seat option, about $20. It gets great ratings from
Amazon, and it's definitely worth a try if you want to start small. Additional information. 8. Surf Portable Lap Desk Here's another affordable way to get your students out of their traditional desks and floor work, write, read, and more. There are more than 10 colors to choose from on Amazon,
and all start at about $25 each. They also have 10 packs of certain colors available. 9. Stacked foam stool They are colorful, stackable, and made of foam. These are quite new to the market, and we love how you can make them longer or shorter in different pieces. They'd be perfect for a
group table or reading area. They start at about $100. Twixt Active Seating If you are looking for stools for older students, especially use high desks or standing desks, then try Twixt Active Seating stool from Safco. They come in multiple colors and are easy to move around your room. They
start at about $120. More information about them can be found here. 11. Kindermat Storytime pads floor activities, these are a great opportunity for your young learners. They come in packs four and six. The sixth package starts at about $70. These are ideal for reading, individual activities
and even some floorboards through the market. 12. Butterfly Stool Modular Seating Set You can get six seats in this flexible-seat pack. Everything is easy, so it's easy to move around or rearrange them. And a skin-like coating that makes them easy to clean. This kit is best for younger
children. You can choose from three different color schemes, including this rainbow one. They start at about $130. Bring them here. 13. UP™ stool Just pull the strap to change the height of the set. Its wobbly base allows children to twist and rock too. It's a higher price than other feces,
starting at $199. But it has a durable and adjustable feature with such great benefits. More information about them can be found here. 14. Lakeshore Comfy Floor Seat Sit comfortably on the floor at any time, anywhere with this adjustable padded seat that is ideal for ages eight and up. At
the end of the day, put them flat and stack them up. Fortunately, the fabric cover is removable and machine washable. They start at about $50. More information about them can be found here. 15th Scoop Rockers Teachers Love Scoop Rockers! Set them on the floor, and the kids are ready
to rock and recline as they work independently or in groups. You can pack a month for about $40, making it one of the cheapest flexible-seating options. Look at Amazon. 16. Vidget™ 3-in-1 Active Seat This versatile stool can provide gentle swing movement, it can be static stool, or it can
become a workspace. Recessed handles of nops makes them easy to make and give hands something to fiddle with. Recommended for ages 6-9 and starts at about $129. 17. Oodle Rocking Stool Smith System This is three stools in one of this swing, turning the seat that can be stacked
long or broken into smaller stools. You want a static bottom instead of what rocks? Turn it around. Each set of three stools to tonga only one curved base (movement disc), so be sure to do more than necessary. Set three starts at about $180. More information can be found here. 18.
AlphaBetter Stand-up Desks Give kids a break from sitting by giving them a stand-up desk with built-in storage. This one comes with a swinging footrest bar that allows students to channel excess energy and participate in continuous movement. These boards usually start at about $225.
You can find out more about them here. Or check out the WeAreTeachers article who tried these tables themselves. 19. Knot chair work ground way is a chair and a desk in one that can scoot around the room as needed. Armrests are the perfect place to hang backpacks, the storage tray
underneath holds everything else, and the work surface is designed for right or left-handed students. These cool tables start at about $450. Look at them here. 20. Kick Balance Board by WittFitt This is an ideal partner for standing desks or counter-height jobs. The curved base allows sideto-side and back-and-forth motion, while providing a lot of stability. It is lightweight and comes with handles, so it moves from one place to a cinch. They start at about $125, and you'll learn more about them here. 21. Soft Rockers Are going to be popular in your classroom. You can even use
them as a reward by letting students earn the right to use them or on special occasions. They start at $135, and you can choose from red, blue or green. Learn more about them from moving senses. We want to know – what are your favourite flexible seats in the classroom? Come and
shared our WeAreTeachers HELPLINE group on Facebook. Plus, why some teachers are ditching their desks in favor of aprons. aprons.
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